Case study

LVM digitises its processes with
decentralised scanning solution
Agencies use multifunction PageWide and laser devices
and software from HP
Industry
Insurance
Objective
Make printing at the agencies’ offices more
cost-effective; introduce a decentralised
scanning solution
Approach
Install HP PageWide multifunction devices
and HP Embedded Capture software
IT matters
• Integrated solution from HP PageWide
multifunction devices and
HP Embedded Capture Software
• HP hardware and software can be integrated
into the LVM Application System (LAS)
• Solution can be integrated into the company’s
audit-compliant archiving system
Business matters
• Documents are available to office staff sooner,
and so can be processed more quickly
• Expenditure on consumables is now
40 per cent lower due to the move
to HP PageWide devices
• Annual electricity costs have been reduced by
using energy-efficient HP PageWide printers
• Decentralised scanning solution has led
to a reduction in postage costs

“The agencies are always telling us how easy the solution
is to use. It gives them a central storage location for all
of their customer data and documents that will one day
replace their paper filing systems all together. It also
makes it much easier for them to find documents again
once they’re stored. And it’s given them more time to
devote to sales.”
– Andrea Patten, project manager, Data Processing Department for Sales Applications,
LVM Versicherung

Faster handling of documents
LVM Versicherung has decreased its total cost of printer
ownership by installing multifunction HP PageWide devices
from HP at its agencies’ offices. It has also introduced
HP Embedded Capture software to enable the agencies
to scan their documents to a central storage system.
This new solution means that documents can be
processed quicker than ever before.
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Challenge
Agencies want colour printouts and
decentralised scanning options
Over 3.3 million customers trust LVM
Versicherung with over 10.6 million insurance
policies. With more than €3.1 billion in
insurance revenues and over €15.8 billion in
capital investments, the company is one of
Germany’s top 20 primary insurance groups.
The group’s core business lies in providing
comprehensive advice, reliable insurance
protection and fast assistance when
customers need to make a claim. It employs
approximately 3,500 staff at its headquarters
in Münster and employed field staff around
the country, who together form what the
company likes to call the “LVM service
network”. With 2,300 offices across Germany,
its customers always have someone local
to turn to when they need it most.
Each is led by an independent sales
representative with their own staff who
customers can contact for advice and
assistance. The day-to-day business of the
agencies includes creating quotes and
applications for customers and receiving
their claims. Having the option to print
documents on-site is therefore very
important. But something like a life insurance
quote, for example, can mean printing up to
60 pages or more.
“The print volumes in the agencies are
growing all the time, in no small part due
to regulatory factors,” says Andrea Patten,
project manager in the Data Processing
Department for Sales Applications at LVM
Versicherung. “But we still want to give more
and more agencies the option to print their
documents in colour.”
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In recent years, the group has been equipping
the agencies with HP Color LaserJet
multifunction laser printers. “Multifunction
printers have become the go-to device for our
agencies for two key reasons. Firstly, scanning
is becoming an increasingly important part of
their processes, and secondly because they
don’t really have enough space to keep adding
more and more devices,” explains Patten.
Today, the vast majority of the agencies have
one or more multifunction devices from HP.
Over the years, the group has been installing
two different models: the HP Color LaserJet
CM3530 MFP and the HP LaserJet Enterprise
Color MFP M575.
To ensure it could guarantee a constant
supply of consumables for the devices,
LVM Versicherung agreed a managed supplies
services contract with HP, which also brought
down the cost of the toner cartridges. With
this system, the devices in the agencies send
automatic messages to the headquarters in
Münster when their toner levels drop below a
set level. The cartridges are then sent out to
them from the stores in Münster.
“We were always very satisfied with our
HP laser devices. But when it came time
to replace them, we were open to new
technologies and different devices as there
have been lots of interesting developments
over recent years,” remembers Frank Steller,
head of IT Purchasing. “For us, the key factors
in the decision were whether the printouts
would be of high enough quality, whether
the devices would meet our technical
requirements and whether we could reduce
the amount we spend on consumables, which
is why we decided to go with multifunction
PageWide devices from HP.”
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Solution
Multifunction PageWide devices with
decentralised scanning software
The IT team at LVM Versicherung carried out
intensive tests on the HP PageWide devices to
assess their functional capabilities and user
friendliness. The results proved to be very
positive, and the decision was made to move
to the HP PageWide Enterprise device.
“HP PageWide devices provide two key benefits
for the agencies: firstly, the power consumption
is considerably lower than with laser devices
and secondly, there is no toner dust to contend
with. Plus, the consumable costs are much
lower. We compared a variety of devices and
found that the best option in terms of Total
Cost of Ownership (TCO) was the HP PageWide
Enterprise device.”
LVM Versicherung made an initial order of 700
devices, which are now being rolled out to the
agencies gradually.
Parallel to this new hardware purchase, the
company also began a project aimed at
integrating the multifunction devices into the
agencies’ working processes so that staff would
be able to store and search through all of their
customers’ documentation more easily. Until
that point, all incoming documents from
customers, everything from certificates,
evidence and photos of damages to copies of
driving licences and ID cards, would have to be
filed away on paper at the agencies’ offices or
scanned in at the headquarters in Münster to
make them available to anyone who needed
them. This meant the agencies having to send
the documents to Münster by post. In total, LVM
Versicherung scans an average of almost
80,000 pages per day.
“The time factor was critical when it came to
developing an appropriate workflow solution:
we needed to make the documents accessible
to our office staff much more quickly.

“Going forwards, we also want to move all of
our agencies towards a completely digital filing
system,” explains Patten.
The company was also adamant that any
workflow solution would have to integrate into
its LVM Application System (LAS) to ensure the
agencies would have a consistent overview of
the customers’ information. “Our strategy is to
integrate as much as possible into the LAS,”
says Patten.
The LAS is LVM’s multi-award winning
stationary and mobile application system for its
office and field staff. It is used to sell and
administer insurance policies and financial
services, acting as a kind of communication
platform for the company’s service teams.
It ensures that every employee has access
to up-to-the-minute policy data and
correspondence records. With just a few clicks,
both office and field staff can access all of the
latest product and policy information. This not
only simplifies working processes within the
company, but also enables its employees to
respond to customer requests more quickly.
The company was again open to new ideas
when it began searching the market for
decentralised scanning solutions. “We even
discussed developing one in-house,” says
Bianca Nunnemann, head of Data Processing
Servers in the Data Processing Infrastructure
Department. “But we eventually decided on
HP Embedded Capture as it was the option that
best met our requirements in terms of
integration into the LAS and because we could
be sure that it would work smoothly with the
multifunction devices.”
The company decided to integrate HP
Embedded Capture into the IT infrastructure
and LAS, and therefore the archiving system,
itself. “This took a lot of time but we wanted to
create a sophisticated, well-planned workflow
solution that would also be easy for the
agencies to use,” says Patten.
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Benefits

Customer solution
at a glance

Time savings for both agencies
and customers
When an agent begins scanning a document
via the LAS, the workflow is triggered
automatically: the employee scans the
document to PDF via the multifunction device
and the file is stored automatically in the LAS
customer directory. The actual scanning
process can take place at any time after the
employee triggers the workflow as the data is
sent from the LAS to the multifunction device
where it can be selected on the display as a
scan job. The agent can also configure
additional settings, such as document quality,
from within the job. This then negates the
need to edit the scanned image in the LAS.

Primary Applications
LVM Application System (LAS)
Hardware
• HP Color LaserJet CM3530 MFP
• HP OfficeJet Color MFP X585
• HP LaserJet Enterprise Color MFP M575
Software
• HP Embedded Capture software
HP services
• HP Managed Supplies Services contract

Once complete, the scan imports are sent
to a central DB2 database for storage. If the
agency decides that the document needs to
be processed further at the headquarters in
Münster, they just press a single button to
send it to the company’s long term archive
where it is stored in audit-proof PDF/A or
MO:DCA/AFP format. They can also choose to
archive the document so that it can only be
seen by the agency itself.
The company initially trialled the solution at
20 agencies to ensure that any teething
problems could be resolved. Then the rollout
began, starting with agencies it expected to
use the solution most heavily, and agencies
with multiple multifunction devices.

“We decided on the
HP PageWide Enterprise
printer as the TCO proved
to be much lower than for
laser devices where the
consumables are so
much cheaper.”
– Frank Steller, head of IT Purchasing,
LVM Versicherung

“Our agencies can decide for themselves if
and when they want to introduce the workflow
solution. We’re not actively advertising it to
them but the agencies are talking amongst
themselves about the benefits it provides and
many are coming to us to ask when the rollout
will get to them,” says Patten. “They are
always telling us how easy the solution is to
use. It gives them a central storage location
for all of their customer data and documents
that will one day replace their paper filing
systems all together. It also makes it much
easier for them to find documents again once
they’re stored. And it’s given them more time
to devote to sales.”
LVM Versicherung is saving time both at the
document digitalisation stage and when it
comes to processing the documents
themselves. This in turn benefits the
customer: “If a customer has to make a claim,
we can process it much faster than before as
decentralised scanning means we no longer
have to send documents by post,” says Patten.
“And, of course, the savings we make on
postage are a happy side-effect.”
If an agency requests a new multifunction
device, they now get an HP PageWide device
pre-installed with HP Embedded Capture.
“This project has shown that agencies that
choose multifunction devices tend to want to
be able to scan directly into the LAS,” says
Patten. She believes that the benefits the new
solution provides will encourage more and
more agencies to opt in to it.
The company is already working on further
optimisations for the decentralised scanning
solution. Following requests from the
agencies, LVM wants to create an option
to add appointments, contacts or other
notes to scanned documents.
It also plans to work with HP to develop a
new function that will allow employees to sort
documents by the number of pages. “We can
always rely on our partnership with HP. They
understand what we want and do their best to
make it happen. It’s an excellent working
relationship.”

Learn more at
hp.com/go/businessprinters

Sign up for updates
hp.com/go/getupdated
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